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Groovy Lampshades

RED HEART® Super Saver®: 
1 skein each

Color combination 1: 3862 
Jade A and 512 Turqua B
Color combination 2: 385 
Royal A and 356 Amethyst B
Color combination 3: 705 
Grenadine A and 726 Coral B
Or combination of 2 colors of 
your choice.

RED HEART® 
Super Saver®, Art. 
E300 available in 

solid color 7 oz (198 g), 364 
yds (333 m); stripes, prints, 
multis and heathers 5 oz (141 
g), 236 yds (215 m); flecks 5 
oz (141 g), 260 yds (238 m) 
skeins

RHN0518-025765M

craft
Designed by Pattie Wilkinson of 
PattieWack Designs

What you will need:

BUY YARN

continued...

LACE

Add a funky pop of color to any corner with 
these lampshades! We bet they would also 
look great in neutrals, adding more texture 

to any room in your home! 

What you will need (continued): 

Materials for each  
• 12" (30.5 cm) Embroidery Hoop 
• Bottle Lamp Kit
• 36" (91.5 cm) length of 7/8" (2.2 cm) wide 

Satin Ribbon in a matching color
• 38" (96.5 cm) length of 1½" to 3" (3.8 to 7.6 

cm) wide Cotton Lace Trim in a matching or 
coordinating color

• Sewing needle 
• Thread to match

Tools
• Scissors
• Screw Driver
• Clear Tape
• 1/4" (.6 cm) wide Double-Sided Permanent 

Adhesive Tape
• Rotary Cutter 
• Ruler or other firm straight edge for guiding 

rotary cutter
• Self-Healing Cutting Mat

NOTE
Only the inner ring of the embroidery hoop is 
used for this project.

LAMP 
Step 1: Unroll 40 inches of the double-
sided tape, with adhesive side up, onto 
the cutting mat and tape both ends to 
the mat with clear tape to hold in place. 

Step 2: Repeat Step 1 with another 
piece of double-sided tape, placing it 
10½" (26.7 cm) from the first strip. 
Step 3: With A, press yarn into the first 
strip of tape and then bring the yarn 
across to the second strip of tape, 
forming the first line of fringe. 

http://www.redheart.com
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Step 4: Making sure not to stretch the 
yarn or pull too tightly, loop the yarn 
back and forth, pressing the yarn into 
the tape, until the fringe is 38" (96.5 
cm) wide.  

Step 5: With adhesive side down, tape 
one edge of the fringe with double-
sided tape, pressing firmly onto the yarn 
to create the top of the fringe.
Step 6: Trim the fringe to 9½" (24.1 cm) 
long, by using the rotary cutter, along 
the bottom (opposite) edge. 

Step 7: Trim the loops from the top of 
the fringe with the rotary cutter. 

Step 8: Release the fringe from the 
cutting mat by peeling off the clear tape 
at both ends of the fringe. Peel away 
double-sided tape from bottom edge of 
fringe.
Step 9: Separate the inner and outer 
pieces of the embroidery hoop. Set the 
outer hoop aside. 
Step 10: Cut the ribbon into two 18" 
(45.7 cm) pieces. Forming an “X”, tape 
the ribbon to the hoop.  

Step 11: Peel and stick the fringe around 
the edge of the hoop.  

Step 12: With B, repeat Steps 1-8, to 
create a second fringe in a contrasting 
color of yarn.  
Step 13: Peel and stick the second fringe 
over the first layer of fringe. 

Step 14: Place double-stick tape along 
the straight edge of the cotton lace trim. 
Peel and stick the cotton lace trim over 
the second layer of fringe. 

Step 15: Folding back the raw edges, 
sew the ends of the cotton trim 
together.  
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Step 16: Cut a slit in the ribbon at the 
point where they cross. This will be the 
place to insert the light kit. 

Step 17: Assemble the light kit 
according the instructions included in 
the kit inserting the neck of lamp kit 
through the slit of ribbons. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 18: Hang completed lamp by 
looping the light kit cord, or adding a 
chain to attach to the ceiling.

ABBREVIATIONS 
A, B, etc = Color A, B, etc; cm = 
centimeters 

See next page for alternate photos
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